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Answers

1. 118,250

2. 609,960

3. 62,952

4. 46,872

5. 364,968

6. 506,253

7. 417,664

8. 300,696

9. 520,416

10. 102,704

Solve each problem.

1) A cruise ship compartment can hold 250 pieces of luggage. If a ship had 473
compartments, how many pieces of luggage can it hold?

2) A mail sorting machine can sort 680 pieces of mail an hour. If it ran for 897 hour, how
many pieces of mail would it have sorted?

3) A lawn mowing company had 516 customers. If each customer paid 122 dollars a year,
how much money would they make?

4) A golf course driving range goes through 378 golf balls a day. How many golf balls would
they go through in 124 days?

5) A race was 888 meters. If 411 people ran in the marathon how many meters would they
have run total?

6) A pizza chain uses 529 grams of cheese on their pizzas. If they sold 957 pizzas, how many
grams would they have used?

7) A school bought 502 boxes of computer paper for the computer lab. Each box had 832
sheets of paper inside it. How much paper did they buy total?

8) A new library received 737 boxes of books with 408 books in each box. How many books
did the library receive total?

9) A gas station sells 834 gallons of gas an hour. How much gas would they have sold after
624 hours?

10) Every hour a soup company produces 262 liters of soup. How much soup would the
company have made after 392 hours?
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Solve each problem.

417,664 520,416 46,872 118,250 364,968

609,960 506,253 62,952 300,696 102,704

1) A cruise ship compartment can hold 250 pieces of luggage. If a ship had 473
compartments, how many pieces of luggage can it hold?

2) A mail sorting machine can sort 680 pieces of mail an hour. If it ran for 897 hour, how
many pieces of mail would it have sorted?

3) A lawn mowing company had 516 customers. If each customer paid 122 dollars a year,
how much money would they make?

4) A golf course driving range goes through 378 golf balls a day. How many golf balls would
they go through in 124 days?

5) A race was 888 meters. If 411 people ran in the marathon how many meters would they
have run total?

6) A pizza chain uses 529 grams of cheese on their pizzas. If they sold 957 pizzas, how many
grams would they have used?

7) A school bought 502 boxes of computer paper for the computer lab. Each box had 832
sheets of paper inside it. How much paper did they buy total?

8) A new library received 737 boxes of books with 408 books in each box. How many books
did the library receive total?

9) A gas station sells 834 gallons of gas an hour. How much gas would they have sold after
624 hours?

10) Every hour a soup company produces 262 liters of soup. How much soup would the
company have made after 392 hours?
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